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January 23-26, 2020 / Corpus Christi, Texas 
 
January 23, 2020/Thursday/Theater  
Cine de Curios1 STUFF 7pm – 10pm 
Beneath | JJ Perez. Horror/Comedy 83 min. 
When a group of cavern tour guides hear an old tale of a sacrificial cult performing rituals in the cave, 
they sneak down into the restricted areas to find out more. 
Plays with: 
Anodyne | Puspa Lohmeyer. USA 17:03 TP  
Faced with an impending apocalyptic nuclear explosion, an idyllic couple is forced to grapple with life 
and body altering decisions. Will they do nothing and die? Or will they transform their earthly bodies in 
order to survive? 
 
Carnage Radio | James Fite. USA 22:06 
A late-night radio show DJ in a small West Texas town receives a call on the air one night from an 
unfamiliar voice who leads him through a mysterious mind game. 
 
Thursday Midnight STUFF 10pm – 1pm 
FOREVER: The untold story of Rock N Roll High School Forever | Adan Gonzales. Doc 82 min. WP 
For the first time in History, an in depth behind the scenes look of the Cult sequel ROCK N ROLL HIGH 
SCHOOL FOREVER! Discover the behind the scenes turmoil and ultimate demise of the film, and its 
unlikely resurgence!!! 
Plays with: 
Eat the Rainbow | Brian Benson. USA 19:31 TP 
A musical fable about an odd yet kind man named Bayani who moves into a conservative suburban 
neighborhood and disrupts the otherwise comfortable homogeny. 
 
Red Light Green Light | Maegan Houang, Grace Kredell. USA 7:26 TP 
Two young women are sequestered in an underground bunker, waiting for a window of release. When 
opportunity for escape presents itself, conflict ensues and their partnership is tested. 
 
The Congregation | CHRZU. Finland 15:48 TP 
God’s fiercest follower Carlotta Moore is commanded to wage war on greedy, sinful capitalists. 
Nevertheless, Satan has other plans for her. 
 
January 24, 2020/Friday/Theater  
Cine de Curios2 STUFF 7pm – 10pm 
Greywood's Plot | Josh Stifter. Horror 78 min. TP 
Two childhood friends adventure into the woods in search of el chupacabra. 
Plays with: 
Terror Fervor | Phoebe Parsons. Canada 6:00 USAP 
Informed by experimental films from the 1960s and 70s, Terror Fervor takes the viewer on a psychedelic 
non-linear journey through the vices of seven characters. 
 
Awesome Burger | Will J Barker. USA 15:41 WP 



Sydney works at a fastfood restaurant called “Awesome Burger”. Written language is unreadable, people 
are hard to communicate with, and most things are made of cardboard. Sydney has adjusted to living 
with this misunderstanding of the world; but slowly the threads of the universe unfold as she is taken on 
an adventure of discovering her reality. 
 
Umbilicus Desidero | Michael J. Epstein. USA 4:00 TP 
The true story of Neal Jones, whose life forever changed when he lost his belly button. 
 
The Last Delivery | Jarrod Yerkes. USA 16:26 
On the final delivery of a Christmas Eve night, things go from bad to deadly for a hapless, pizza delivery 
driver whose dreams of being a something more will finally be put to the test. 
 
Friday Midnight STUFF 10pm – 1pm 
EXIT| Michael Fausti. Thriller 81 min. USAP 
Events take a sinister turn one night in London, when two very different couples arrive at a double-
booked apartment. Actions have consequences and not all debts are paid for with money. Leaving, it's 
harder than you think. 
Plays with: 
Atomic Ed | Nicolas Hugon. France 18:30 TP 
Ed, an introverted and passionate DIY man, is, despite himself, the favorite victim of Mark, the 
neighborhood motorcycle gang leader. His only friend, Gus, tries in vain to push him to rebel and 
conquer the heart of the beautiful Julia. 
 
Suze | Korlei Rochat. Switzerland 19:29 USAP 
After their passionate night, Suze will find out she is allergic to her new friend. 
 
Innocent Boy | Brock Cravy. USA 14:23 TP 
On an unforgiving highway, a group of hustlers, led by a loathsome Madam, prey on the lonely 
desperados who have come for sex, drugs and Mommas special milk. 
 
January 25, 2020/Saturday/Theater  
Animation & Experimental STUFF 10am – 11:15am 
Virtual Memory | Julie Goldstein. USA 22:44 
A film focused on building a conversation around evolving technical innovations which impact how we 
view ourselves. 
 
Fucked Up Point Blank | Shayna Connelly. USA 4:36 TP 
Anxiety unseats the narrator in time and place as she tries to rewrite the story in search of a less violent 
ending. 
 
A Peculiar Week in My Dream Journal, May 1973 | Ryan Betschart. USA 6:17 TP 
An ode to the Beast; who was felt strongly during the 1970s, when Americans had idle time for 
metaphysical inquiry. A feedback loop of failed promises and lies. 
 
Potion: Dark Matter | Annie Maley. USA 4:56 TP 
The Exoplanet Travel Bureau, your premiere space travel agency, offers package tours of our galaxy and 
beyond. 



 
Kim | Madeline Landry. USA 6:20 
Kim is a stop motion mock-umentary style short about the day in the life of a friendly, outgoing, man 
eating siren named Kim. 
 
Onikuma | Alessia Cecchet. Italy 12:02 TP 
Onikuma is Japanese yokai, a demon bear known for chasing horses. Surrounded by a foreign landscape, 
two women will understand that demons can come in different forms. 
 
PLAYGROUNDS | Antonio Milo, Fabrizio Fioretti. UK 4:38 
Lost deep in the suburbs, absent parents allow forgotten kids to escape to other worlds where they can't 
be found. 
 
Lunch Time Feature STUFF 11:15am – 1pm 
HOMOSAYWHAT | Craig Bettendorf. Documentary 76 min. TP 
Homophobia didn't just happen, it took decades of instruction and collaboration to shape public opinion 
in support of the idea that it's an acceptable practice in our society. 
Plays with: 
LOLO | Leandro Goddinho, Paulo Menezes. Germany 13:40 TP 
Lolo is an openly gay 11-year-old boy trying to finally convince Max, his first love, to go public with their 
relationship at the school party. 
 
Student STUFF 1pm – 4:15pm 
At Arm's Length | Dana Reilly. USA 14:45 RP 
As the one-year anniversary of a mass shooting in Sutherland Springs, TX, approaches, two journalists try 
to reconcile their relationships to the victims with the demands of their work. 
 
Rabbits | Riley Sugars. Australia 12:17 USAP 
Set in late 1960’s Australia, Henry and his father George are two different kinds of men, yet the pressures 
of an overbearing father divert both their futures. 
 
Cucumber | haichuan xu. USA 15:00 
A near dystopian America where the government controls diet and expands animal rights to an 
authoritarian conclusion: all meat is forbidden. 
 
In Company | Abigail Martinez. USA 19:49 RP 
When the Ortega family's estranged celebrity relative comes to visit them for the first time in years, they 
must prepare to appear on a reality TV show. 
 
Love Bite | Xavier Nathan. Australia 13:13 TP 
Charlie, a young guy grappling with the death of his Mother, and the apparent death of his girlfriend. 
 
Redbound | Kristin Quintanilla. USA 24:58 RP 
A teenage girl must make a decision after finding out she is pregnant. 
 
The Dealer | Kerriyon Tillman. 11:17 RP 



An unemployed father struggles to provide for his daughter in an unforgiving neighborhood. Forced to 
become a dealer, robbed of his last dime, and out of options, he must do whatever he can to ensure the 
survival of him and the only true family he has left. 
 
THE ONION HOUSE | Corey Householder. USA 5:41 USAP 
A Pretentious Student Art Film about Capitalism... and it's all fake. 
 
The Other Side of Paradise | Valerie Venecia. USA 7:07 WP 
The Other Side of Paradise. 
 
Tweezers | Samantha McDanel. USA 6:05 WP 
As Teren searches for her tweezers, she avoids a difficult conversation. 
 
Matinee STUFF 1pm – 2:55pm 
Now or Never: A Tony Romo Story | Chris Hanna. Documentary 95 min. RP 
"Now or Never" stars Tony Romo and follows Romo's life with his family, friends, teammates and 
coaches who tell the improbable story of how the undrafted free agent and underdog became captain 
of the Dallas Cowboys and "America's Team". 
 
Short STUFF1 2:55pm – 5:10pm 
The Drone | Wojciech Lorenc. USA 14:19 
The Drone tells a story of DJ - a small quadcopter who is simply trying to fit in. 
 
Blue Sunday | Allison Webster. USA 9:13 RP 
A high school senior begins to question her church's teachings after a youth group celibacy talk. 
 
Machismo | Gabriel Duran. USA 18:13 
A couple days out of jail, Freddy is eager to show his new baby boy the ropes on how to be a man. But 
Freddy's Machismo ways gets him into something he wasn't expecting. 

Sweetie | Riley Cusick. USA 9:35 WP 
A young actress goes undercover to help catch a predator. 

Little Sicily | Nina Juliano. USA 15:00 TP 
In 1950s Little Italy, Delaware, a teenage girl from an immigrant family must decide whether to destroy 
another woman's life to save her own. 
 
The Quiet Shore | Alex Ramirez. USA 28:32 RP 
An ALS-diagnosed artist and her husband come to terms with both their diminishing time together and 
growing marital problems during a routine trip to visit her doctors. 
 
Documentary Short STUFF 4:15pm– 7:10pm 
The Whistle | StormMiguel Florez. Documentary 57 min. TP 
A documentary about secret code shared among lesbian youth in 1970s/80s Albuquerque. They didn’t 
all know each other, but they know how to find each other. 
Plays with: 
One, Yellow, You Will Marry A Handsome Fellow | Ted Fisher. USA 10:25 USAP 



What if you could pull your long-forgotten memories from the hazy past — and hold them again in your 
hands? Director Ted Fisher asks three adults to play a childhood game and remember their early dreams 
and desires. As they step into the past, they look again at their hopes for the future. 
 
The Vasectomy Doctor | Paul Webster. Ireland 10:47 TP 
Dr. Andrew Rynne, known as Ireland's first vasectomist, became famous when a man walked into his 
surgery with a rifle. 
 
Melontana | Duane Graves, Justin Meeks . USA 13:57 
An aging cowboy entrepreneur abandons his native Texas for Montana, migrating north with nothing but 
his dog, Big Sky dreams, and a truckload of watermelons. 
 
Cantina | Paul Del Bosque, Erik Mauck, Daniel Reyes. USA 18:30 
East Austin, Texas, used to be alive with the sounds of Tejano and Conjunto music, as cantinas lined E. 
6th street. Now, as the city is changing, so is the neighborhood, and the La Perla Bar sits as the last of its 
kind. 
 
Short STUFF2 5:10pm – 7:30pm 
Born Losers | Justin Dittrich. USA 10:00 
Two misguided friends navigating life in LA one absurd moment to another. 
 
Melody | Sarah Brill. USA 12:00 
A young girl's isolated world is unearthed when a group of strangers wreak havoc on everything she 
holds dear. In bloody fashion, she seeks revenge for what has been taken from her. 
 
Untitled Marfa Project | Emily E Thomas. USA 16:25 RP 
Untitled Marfa Project is a poetic story following two best friends, Star and Margot, as they venture on a 
road trip from Austin to Marfa in the hopes of mending their broken friendship. 
 
The Baker | Austin Everett. USA 13:03 WP 
A killer Baker (an assassin who literally kills with cupcakes) gets into a sticky situation when the man she 
falls for ends up being her next mark. 
 
Nasty Habits | Allisyn Arm. USA 11:23 RP 
A young aspiring musician befriends a lonely truck driver, who picks her up as she hitchhikes her way to 
Los Angeles. 
 
My Dinner With Werner | Maverick Moore. USA 17:47 
Based on real events, real people, and real things they actually said, MY DINNER WITH WERNER is a 
wildly bizarre and wacky farce about a 1987 dinner date with a murder plot as the main dish. 
 
Retirement Day | Cedric Thomas Smith. USA 12:05 
After 30 years of employment, Joe retires from his job so that he can spend his time with the love of his 
life, Eva. 

Horror & Sci-fi STUFF 7:10pm – 10pm 
Terror Fervor | Phoebe Parsons. Canada 6:00 USAP 



Informed by experimental films from the 1960s and 70s, Terror Fervor takes the viewer on a psychedelic 
non-linear journey through the vices of seven characters. 
 
DECOYED | Pezhmann Mokary. Denmark 9:58 TP 
Trapped in a deadly loop, he has to lure another victim to buy his freedom. 
 
Recrudescence or (To Kill an Undying Being) | Connor Doherty. Australia 10:58 WP 
A gothic, dystopian reality wherein a patriarchal judiciary removes the anger of women within whom it is 
deemed excessive. This is the case for Audrey, a writer of philosophy. But when Audrey’s husband tries 
to capitalize on her state, her anger returns in an unusual form... 
 
Subject 17 | Brooks Gray, Adrienne Civetti. USA 15:12 TP 
Jacqueline as she volunteers to be tested for an experimental drug. The film follows her participation 
over the course of 24 hours and the effect that the drug has on her. 
 
Clown College | Wendy Keeling. USA 9:56 TP 
A twisted dark comedy about a coed overcoming the memories of an over bearing father. 
 
Season's Bleedings | Eli Luna. USA 7:59 
Can Kirsty withstand the horrors when the season's bleed into each other! 
 
Biters | Matt Sherwood. USA 11:35 USAP 
Surf horror story set in the aftermath of a hurricane along the Gulf coast. 
 
The Road Less Traveled | Lindsay Barrasse. USA 12:00 TP 
On a lonely country Road a classic muscle car screeches down blacktop to an unknown destination. A 
man drives along, carefree and on hurried. ...If only his passenger felt the same way. 
 
UFO Girl | Joe Hess. USA 14:37 WP 
A girl who researches the UFO phenomenon. As she's investigating her latest case things start to get real. 
 
Water Horse | Sarah Wisner, Sean Temple. USA 7:56 RP 
A secluded family encounters a dreadful presence emerging from the water. 
 
Feature STUFF 7:30pm – 10pm 
Gloria In te Domine | Ana Torres. Drama 94 min. WP 
Based on a true story of a vibrant, young Mexican lesbian searching for acceptance in a culture of 
intolerance and hate. Ostracized by those whom she loves most, she is finally forced to leave her home 
and strike out on her own to America. The story follows her search for love and acceptance in a strange 
country. 
 
Saturday Midnight STUFF 10pm – 1am 
Ninja Badass | Ryan Harrison. Comedy/Action 110 min. WP 
Join Rex, his armless sensei, a badass ball ripper, a dragon, a gang of puppies, some detached feet and a 
mean ninja MF-er who trains by beating up cows - for a f**ked up experience that'll make you wanna 
eat egg rolls until you sh*t your pants. 
Plays with: 



The Devil's Asshole | Brian Lonano. 5:18 TP 
While finishing her chili for the cook off, Roxy accidentally summons a demon with nefarious plans…and 
a real anal fixation. 
 
Half-Cocked | Aaron Barrocas. USA 15:30 TP 
Two brilliant yet shortsighted scientists find themselves ill-prepared when the experiment of their lives 
goes horribly right. 
 
January 26, 2020/Sunday/Theater  
Houston Film Commission's 2019 Texas Filmmaker's Showcase 1pm – 3:15pm 
Bagatelle| Daniel Levin. Houston 29:50 
A Russian cellist is stranded in Texas countryside as she tries to reconcile everyday life and her 
commitment to art. 
 
Boxer Story | Lance Myers. Austin 20:00 
Amateur boxer, Twomey Martin, suffers from a rare and absurd affliction: the sound of each punch to his 
face is audible as a one-liner joke. And even though he dreams of one day becoming a serious contender 
in a title fight, all anyone ever hears are the 'punch lines.' 
 
Gopherit | Bryan Poyser. Austin 12:00 
A freelancer working for a job-matching website gets hired to help a dominatrix with her invoices but 
finds out there's more to the job than he thought. 
 
I Am Mackenzie | Artemis Anastasiadou. Austin 19:43 
Caught among toxic masculinity, a sequin dress and a teenage crush, a teen skater, growing up in rural 
Texas, will have sex for the first time in the back of their dad’s truck. 
 
IN THE SPACE BETWEEN AGES | Travis Lee Ratcliff. Austin 8:45 
A portrait of the sculptor, Dony Mac Manus, who has rejected much of contemporary art in favor of a 
return to the ideals of the renaissance. Dony's life and work raises questions about our experience of 
time and history. How do we navigate the past, tradition, and form our identity in the present in 
response to these forces? 
 
Closing Night Feature STUFF 3pm – 6pm 
Haunting on 13th Street | Alcario Cary Cadena. Suspense 78 min. WP 
A couple moves into a home looking for a new beginning. A new home, a new beginning, strange 
beginnings. 
Plays with: 
Amber's Big Interview | Alan Thornburg. USA 6:56 WP 
A 15-year-old girl wants to become a superhero. 
 
El Tejano| Carlos Estrada. USA 8:53 TP 
An homage to 60's Mexican B-movies when Luchadores were the main attraction! 
 
Murder at the Manor | Pablo Schmitt. USA 7:57 
Three people murdered. Two detectives scrambling to determine how it went down. One big surprise. 
 



Plasmid | Roshni Bhatia. USA 13:50 TP 
A young nurse must fight for her life when her house has been invaded by an unearthly intruder. 
 
Special Feature STUFF 3:15pm – 5:15pm 
Keep the Fire Lit- lost tribes of Texas | Fox Redsky. Documentary 75 min. RP 
When a group of cavern tour guides hear an old tale of a sacrificial cult performing rituals in the cave, 
they sneak down into the restricted areas to find out more. 
 
Short STUFF3 5:15pm – 7 pm 
The Cage | Lia Smaka. USA 6:27 TP 
Each year, tens of thousands of people leave their countries and make the journey to the United States. 
 
A Placement | Allison Mabe. USA 12:49 
A Placement revolves around the first day of a trial weekend in which a teen girl tests the limits of her 
new foster family. 
 
The Abyss (of Everyone Else) | Arthur Lung. USA 6:00 
After a series of setbacks, a woman battles the urge to give up her dreams. 
 
121 | Marie J. Magdaleno. USA 27:10 
121 exposes the effects of bullying through the story of Brandon, a young man too insecure to fight back 
and too embarrassed to seek help from his father, who struggles with his own demons. 
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